
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 
 

   
TRAINING DAY AT BARTON HOUSE ORCHARD 

 

 
 
First of all, a big thank you to Frank and Marilyn Gardner for allowing us to hold a training 
session at Barton Orchard, which included sampling of different varieties of Days Cottage 
apple juice – see advert on next page. 
 
Expert advice was given to us by Dave Kaspar, of Days Cottage at Brookthorpe, where he 
and partner Helen run their own extensive orchard.  He explained to us the difference 
between orchard and garden pruning. Particularly when rejuvenating an old orchard, the 
initial works should not be too drastic.  Removal of no more than a third of the branches 
should be undertaken each year.  Look for branches which cross over, rub together or 
have wounds.   
 
As trees store energy in late summer and early autumn, for hard fruits winter pruning is 
ideal to encourage the tree to put on more new growth in spring, having beforehand stored 
up the maximum amount of energy.  Soft fruits, such as plums and cherries, should not be 
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winter pruned.  When pruning you need to identify whether the tree is spur bearing or tip 
bearing, as over pruning of tip bearing varieties will severely limit your crop!! 
 
It is important to use sharp clean tools, but operate them in a safe manner.  Bypass 
pruners give a clean cut.  Loppers with extendable handles are a very useful tool.  If you 
climb a ladder make sure it is secure. 
 
We hope to carry out more training at this lovely orchard. 
 
If you would like to take part in this project please contact the Cotswold Tree Warden 
Group. 
 
 

 
 

Day's Cottage 
Upton Lane  
Brookthorpe  
Gloucester  
GL4 0UT 

 
Tel /Fax : 01452- 813602 

E-Mail : applejuice@dayscottage.co.uk 
 

Contacts: Helen & Dave 
 
 

 

 
 

THREE COUNTIES TRADITIONAL ORCHARD PROJECT IN GLOUCESTERSHIRE, 
HEREFORDSHIRE AND WORCESTERSHIRE 

 
The Malvern Hills AONB is co-ordinating the above project.  There are a large number of traditional 
orchards in the three counties and the project’s aim is to find ways to support local people in 
conserving and enhancing traditional orchards.   
 
If you would like to be involved in this project please contact the Cotswold Tree Warden Group so 
we can assess how the group can assist with it. 
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HEDGELAYING 
 

MICKLETON POOR’S LAND TRUST ALLOTMENTS 
 

 
 
The allotments were the site of the first hedgerow training for 2012.  Mike Hartnell of MDH 
Forestry Services, who judges hedgelaying competitions, conducted the training and 
Robin Dale (pictured above), who is Chairman of The National Hedgelaying Society,            
demonstrated the hethering technique. 
 
An ages old method of managing hedges, hedgelaying as a process was even described 
by Caesar!  There are many styles of hedgelaying, but we were taught the Midland style 
which is appropriate here in the Cotswolds.  Whilst cutting almost all the way through 
stems may, to the uninitiated, appears cruel it enables the worker to lay them (known as 
pleachers) at a suitable angle. Tucking them tightly together and parallel they will then be 
encouraged to new growth as well as providing a good barrier. 
 
Vertical stakes of Hazel provide strength and the Willow binders interwound along the top 
(hethering) ensure a practical and neat finish. 
 
 

.  



 
 

CHIPPING CAMPDEN SCHOOL HEDGELAYING DAYS 
 
 
 

 
 
 
For this event, which was for both pupils at Chipping Campden School and Tree Wardens, 
Mike Hartnell was again the Trainer along with Geoff Carr, a teacher at the school.  Hedge 
day the first week was learning about coppicing to obtain the hazel and willow needed to 
undertake the hedgelaying task.  By actually going out and seeking the product 
themselves, everyone could see how much preparation was involved in order to be ready 
to “hedgelay”.  Hedge day the second week saw the commencement of full training.  
Preparing the hazel  stakes is being undertaken in the photo above. 
 
Attendees learned that the purpose of hedgerows assumed more significance when the 
Enclosure Acts took effect, partitioning off land to the benefit of the landowners.  Such field 
systems deprived the poor of their common grazing rights.  Elm and Oak were frequently 
planted in hedges for timber supply.  
 
With the advent of intensive farming methods many hedgerows were lost as field sizes 
were increased to accommodate the modern large equipment used in arable farming. 
 
The training sessions were hailed a great success.   
 
 
Many thanks Mike and Geoff. 
 
 
 
 

MDH Forestry Services Ltd 

Forestry Management: 

Consultancy 

Tree reports 

Biomass – advice and feasibility studies 
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Over thirty years experience in the industry 

 

Mill Farmhouse 

Kineton Road 

Mike Hartnell 
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GEOFF’S GARDENING CORNER 
 

“Imagine this scene without trees” – a visual demonstration 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Do you see what I mean? 
 



 

 
 

VISIT THE COTSWOLD SHOW AT CIRENCESTER PARK 

Saturday 30th June 
 

Sunday 1st July 
 

9.00am to 6.00pm 

Prices 
Ticket Information 
Advance tickets 

Adults ages 15+ £8.80 
Children 3-14 £3.20 
Gate tickets 

Adults ages 15+ £11 
Children 3-14 £4 
Under 3s & dogs FREE 
Call 01749 814089 or visit Cirencester Tourist Information in the Corinium Museum to buy tickets, or buy online via the 
website http://www.cotswoldshow.co.uk/visitor-information/tickets. 

 

 



Endemic problems associated with tree pruning in Arboriculture and the rise 
of natural fracture pruning as an acceptable technique to be applied to mature 

trees. – An Essay by Terry Garside 
 

“PRUNING PROBLEMS – Changes must be made to 7 tree practices that cause serious 
injury to trees. The practices all deal with pruning.” (Shigo 1989 p. 8.) 

 
Shigo’s specification for change in tree pruning practice highlights the endemic problems 
associated with the subject and refers to the following themes: The wrong tree in the 
wrong place; flush cuts; stub cuts; topping and tipping large trees; over pruning; improper 
pollarding; and wound dressings. All of these respective themes are of crucial relevance to 
the wider subject of tree pruning. Additionally all of these ‘problem’ areas within pruning 
have been addressed in Shigo’s book, ‘Tree Pruning – A Worldwide Photo’ (1989). This 
publication, amongst others by the same author, set the benchmark in tree pruning 
concepts and techniques for many years to come. In essence Shigo’s philosophy is 
arguably encapsulated in an ISA article entitled ‘Pruning Mature Trees’: “Pruning should 
be done with an understanding of how the tree responds to each cut. Improper pruning 
can cause damage that will last for the life of a tree, or worse, shorten the tree’s life.” 
(Anon. 1995) Whilst it is widely perceived that Shigo, even today, is the leading authority 
on this subject, it ought to be noted that current research on some areas has had a 
measured impact in the arboriculture industry. This measured impact has perhaps been 
most noticeable in the advent of natural fracture pruning, a technique of which Shigo would 
have arguably had some doubts. Therefore this essay will discuss each problematic theme 
in tree pruning and highlight any current research that might influence changes in pruning 
techniques. Additionally the essay will broach the subject of natural fracture pruning in the 
context of mature tree management which has become an increasingly used technique in 
mature tree management.  
 
A poignant place to start would be to address the theme of having the ‘wrong tree’ in the 
‘wrong place’. This concept, by its definition, has a lot to answer for in terms of instigating 
poor tree pruning practice. Particularly in urban forestry, the poor selection of a tree 
coupled with the poor selection of a planting site has in countless cases lead to tree 
mutilation under the guise of ‘pruning’ further down the line. The evident solution to this 
problem is to put the ‘right tree’ in the ‘right place’ therefore avoiding the encroachment of 
trees on buildings, power lines and other utilities, and most importantly, removing the 
necessity for poor tree pruning technique. This solution can be implemented by following 
an uncomplicated but thorough set of criteria: 
 

 Firstly the inherent characteristics of the tree and site ought to be considered allying 
the aims of planting with plant selection. Trees that bare problematic fruits in urban 
areas such as Aesculus hippocastanum can lead to poor pruning practices further 
down the line.  

 Climatic preference of the tree should be considered. Trees are best suited to the 
country or region of their origin. 

 Soil preference of the tree is crucial when selecting the site where planting is to 
occur. 

 Requirement for light of both the tree and the surrounding environment is important 
in tree and site selection. 

 The ultimate height and size of a given tree is critical knowledge to have. Trees are 
often planted with little thought to the scale of surroundings. 

 Growth rate, form and habit should be considered so for example, in an urban area 
little formative pruning will be required. 

 The longevity of a tree should be considered in that long lived trees serve their 
purpose for longer. 



 The strength of wood structure should be considered so as to eradicate the 
necessity to remove dangerous deadwood later on in the trees life. 

 And finally the habits of roots (i.e. surface rooting…) should be considered when 
selecting a tree for a particular site, especially where utilities might be affected.   

 
Essentially, by following these criteria poor pruning techniques will not be required in urban 
areas.  Indeed in new urban developments authorities ought to consider building around 
trees to avoid mutilation as shown in ‘figure 1’. 
 

 
 

Figure 1 Milton Keynes Shopping centre incorporating an oak tree (Quercus robur) in its 
design. 

 
The second theme to be discussed is that of ‘flush cuts’. As Shigo stated in 1989, “Flush 
cuts are improper pruning cuts that remove the branch collar and the wood where the 
branch protection zone forms.” (Shigo 1989 p.40.) This view of the practice is still very 
much enforced today within the arboriculture industry. Flush cuts pose huge problems for 
the tree they are imposed upon and therefore should (and have to a great extent) be 
eradicated from tree pruning practice. Cuts made inside the branch bark ridge and branch 
collar, result in pronounced development of wound wood on the sides of the pruning 
wounds with very little wound wood forming on the top or the bottom. (Bedker, O’Brien and 
Mielke 1995) This in turn instigates a number of problems associated with flush cuts. The 
tree’s defence is significantly weakened because of the reduction in healthy sapwood 
above and below a given flush cut. Consequentially this can lead to problems with insects 
penetrating the living weak tissues above and below the wound, often carrying disease 
and infection.  Flush cuts arguably initiate cracks that are progressed by frost and other 
such climatic factors; they can instigate cankers; they entice the growth of sprouts from the 
wound; and finally they can incur problems with the root system of a tree. On a flush cut 
low down the trunk of a tree, pathogens can travel very quickly through the weak tissues 
often to the roots (Shigo 1989). Ultimately it can be seen that flush cuts in all 
circumstances are detrimental to the health of a tree. Therefore they are ill advised in the 
arboriculture industry. 
 
Similarly, Shigo believes that ‘stub cuts’ create negative impacts upon the trees they are 
inflicted upon. Technically a stub cut is the extreme opposite to a flush cut whereby the 
pruning cut is made at the inter-node of a branch thus leaving living tissue protruding from 
the stem. As Shigo has highlighted, “Stubs are food for organisms that start rot and 
cankers.” (Shigo 1989 p. 11.) The concept of a stub cut is problematic due to the fact that 
the wound closure of the wood is delayed therefore creating opportunity for cambium 



killing fungi to get in to the tree ultimately preventing wound wood from forming. Shigo 
neatly summarised this point in 1989: “When large living branches are cut and stubs are 
left, the branch protection zone begins to form at the same time as organisms are 
spreading inward from the stub. Proper pruning leaves no stubs, and gives the branch 
protection zone time to form.” (Shigo 1989 p.62.)  It can be said that Shigo’s points remain 
valid today. However it ought to be noted that research has been carried out in this area 
since the publication of Shigo’s book. 
 
An arboricultural research note by D. Lonsdale published in 1993 reports the conclusions 
of an experiment carried out over four years comparing ‘target’ pruning with flush cuts and 
stub pruning. The findings of the paper confirm “… the value of ‘target’ pruning, relative to 
extreme flush or stub pruning.” (Lonsdale 1993) ‘Target’ pruning can be defined as cutting 
outside the branch bark ridge and collar thus avoiding the destruction of healing tissues. 
The paper advocates the avoidance of flush cuts and goes on to state, “Avoidance of stub 
cuts is also vindicated, but only on the grounds of delayed occlusion; not encouragement 
of decay.” (Lonsdale 1993) Therefore it might be argued that stub pruning is not as 
detrimental as first thought by Shigo. However it is important to note that the experiment 
was carried out over a relatively short period of the trees life and conclusive results might 
only be drawn from a more extensive study. 
 
Whilst there is a certain ambiguity about the harmfulness of stub pruning, there are solid 
and clear conclusions to be made about the topping and tipping of large trees. ‘Topping’ 
can be defined as the pruning of large upright branches between nodes. Shigo (1989) 
refers to this as ‘Tree Mutilation’. The ISA describe the practice as the, “… indiscriminate 
cutting of trees…” (Anon. 1995) ‘Tipping’ can be defined as the practice of cutting lateral 
branches between nodes. Both methods promote “the drastic removal of large branches 
with little regard for location of the pruning cut” (lles 1989). Essentially there is no right way 
to approach this tree pruning concept. It is arguably flawed from its outset. In 1989 Shigo 
branded topping large trees as a crime against nature, identifying the negative impacts of 
the practice. Topping and tipping leads to the creation of hazardous trees. This can occur 
through the mediums of rots and cracks; root problems induced by energy starvation when 
the crown is severely reduced; the radical and speedy emergence of sprouts from the 
wound; cavities in the face of the topping wound; and branch failure where the old parts of 
the tree in question cannot support the vigorous new growth. (Shigo 1989) More recent 
research has unveiled similar observations about topping large trees. An article published 
in the ‘Journal of Arboriculture’ (2000) addresses tree conditions associated with topping in 
four communities in southern Illinois. The study implicates that topped trees are more likely 
to be, or become unsafe. Thus reinforcing the statement that topping and tipping leads to 
the creation of hazardous trees. Additionally it ought to be noted that a topped tree is less 
than aesthetically pleasing to the eye and is not the result of a process that is economically 
inexpensive.  
 
The negative stigma attached to the topping of trees is copious, however “despite more 
than 25 years of literature and seminars explaining its harmful effect, topping remains a 
common practice.” (Anon 1995) ‘Figure 2’ below is a testament to this fact. It should be 
stressed that there are alternatives. Indeed, branches should be removed back to their 
point of origin where possible. And if a branch needs to be shortened it should be cut back 
to a lateral branch big enough to assume a terminal role. A rule of thumb for this is to cut 
back to a lateral at least 1/3 the diameter of the branch being removed. (BS3998 1989) 
This method helps the tree to preserve its natural form. Often, however, the most 
appropriate answer is to remove the tree completely and replace it. 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 2 These photographs illustrate tree mutilation in West Byfleet, Surrey 05/2006. 
Through severe topping and tipping, these common limes (Tilia x europaea) appear as 
monoliths that quite simply are an insult to the trees that they once were. This kind of 
pruning practice must not be cast under the umbrella of arboriculture. Whilst it is true that 
tree officers have to balance the constraints of budgets and public opinion, surely in this 
specific case removal and replacement with a more sensible choice of species would have 
been a better strategy to adopt.   
 
“Over pruning leaves a tree injured biologically and mechanically.” (Shigo 1989 p. 120) 
Just as topping and tipping should be eradicated, similarly, ‘over pruning’ should be 
stopped in tree care. Often carried out under the guise of crown reduction, what should be 
a controlled accurate process becomes one of simply topping and tipping. Shigo has 
highlighted the problematic nature of ‘over pruning’: “The tree framework is destroyed. The 
tree becomes a dangerous hazard. Roots are weakened. Root diseases start. Excessive 
sprouting starts. Boring insects infest the wood.” (Shigo 1989 p.13) There are clearly 
positive effects for the tree from this kind of pruning practice. However, it ought to be noted 
that there are correct techniques in order to achieve crown reduction. For mature trees the 
exercise of crown cleaning should be enough, removing dead, dying, damaged and 
diseased growth as well as epicormic growth, climbing plants and crossing branches. 
Crown lifting can be achieved through target pruning techniques. Crown thinning, a 
procedure for broadleaf trees, allows more light to penetrate the crown whilst 
simultaneously reducing the crown weight, enhancing the tree stability. British Standards 
for tree work specify that, “the percentage of crown to be removed should be stated, but 
the leaf area removed should not normally exceed 30% of the original coverage.” (BS3998 
1989) Finally crown reduction is carried out to reduce the weight of dangerous limbs, 
balance a misshaped tree, prevent obstruction to buildings and utilities and to maintain a 
balance of energy between roots and shoots. The British Standard for this specifies that 
stumps are not left and that pruning cuts should be made outside the line of the branch 
bark ridge and branch collar. (BS3998 1989) Thus it can be seen that if specifications are 
followed properly ‘over pruning’ cannot possibly occur. However, it does and many trees 
are mutilated as a consequence. 
 
The penultimate pruning theme in which Shigo has recommended change is that of 
improper pollarding, another technique that has been likened to tree mutilation. However, 
“proper pollarding is a fine tree practice.” (Shigo 1989 p. 14) The correct concept of 
pollarding is the annual removal of all the previous years’ growth, resulting in a flush of 



slender shoots and branches in the spring. (Bedker, O’Brien and Mielke 1995) Originally 
the technique was used for small timber production as coppicing evolved. Pollarding 
developed so that the timber was grown above the browsing line of cattle thus removing 
the danger of crop damage. The practice should only be carried out on young trees so as 
not to upset the energy mass ratio of a tree. Perhaps the most common characteristic of 
improper pollarding is simply the application of this process to mature trees. When this 
occurs there becomes a fine line between a recognised technique of pruning and 
mutilation of a mature tree. Proper pollarding is used to regulate the size of trees and is 
often seen along the sides of avenues to add uniformity. The pruning cuts should always 
be made outside the previous pruning cuts in order to avoid decay to as great an extent as 
possible. It can be seen that improper pollarding has no value in tree care and therefore 
should be avoided at all cost. Moreover the proper technique of pollarding is a clear cut 
process, well documented and as such there is no real area for fault. 
 
Similarly the recommendation of avoiding wound dressings has become well documented 
in arboriculture. In 1989 Shigo was adamant in stating that “wound dressings do not stop 
rot.” (Shigo 1989) Shigo goes on to state the rot inducing properties of wound dressings as 
well as their ability to protect micro organisms that are damaging to the tree. However 
before the publication of Shigo’s work, wound dressings were thought to accelerate wound 
closure, protect the tree against diseases and reduce wood decay. The modern day 
approach has been adopted very much under the wing of Shigo’s guidance. Essentially 
arborists avoid wound dressings on the basis that they are not biologically beneficial to the 
tree. Exceptions can possibly be made in using dressings for aesthetical value. 
Additionally wound dressings can prevent the introduction of pathogens in very specific 
cases such as Dutch elms disease and oak wilt. It is important to note that trees have 
ample defence systems of their own. “Tree sap, gums, and resins are the natural means 
by which trees combat invasion by pathogens. Although unsightly, sap flow from wounds is 
not generally harmful…” (Bedker, O’Brien and Mielke 1995) Recent research has been 
carried out by Dirk Dujesiefken, examining wound reactions after nearly ten years of 
differently treated holes bored into deciduous trees. The conclusions of the study show 
that there were, “…only small differences between treated boreholes and controls…” 
(Dujesiefken, Rhaesa, Eckstein and Stobbe 1999) Whilst some dressings had no harmful 
effect they did not benefit the tree either. This experiment coupled with Shigo’s 
experiments some ten years earlier, arguably support the school of thought that wound 
dressings are not necessary in arboriculture as a healing aid in tree pruning. 
 
Ultimately it can be seen that the quotation at the beginning of this essay was accurate in 
1989 and to a great extent it is still relevant today. Changes still need to be made to 
eradicate harmful tree pruning practices. However, even with the aid of current research, 
the techniques outlined in Shigo’s book (Shigo 1989), broadly remain the same today. 
Tree pruning can indeed be a problematic topic. This is evident through the poor tree 
pruning practice that still occurs. The solution lies in education. The correct techniques are 
clearly outlined through industry guidance and specifications such as the ‘British Standard 
for Tree Work 3998’ therefore there should be little leeway for poor practice. The crux of 
the matter arguably lies in the relationship between the consumer and the provider. Whilst 
being an amenity industry, arboriculture is still a business and therefore the customer has 
a strong say in the work that is carried out. Thus tree mutilation under the guise of pruning 
is often the sacrifice.    
 
It might be said that ‘natural fracture pruning’ is an example of just that…? Having 
addressed all seven of the highlighted themes in problematic pruning, this essay will 
ponder the pruning method known as ‘natural fracture pruning’ as a viable technique in the 
management of mature trees in arboriculture. Before going any further it would be 
appropriate to define the term, ‘natural fracture pruning’. As Neville Fay has highlighted in 
his article, ‘Natural fracture pruning techniques and coronet cuts’, “Natural fracture 
techniques involve pruning methods that are used to mimic the way that tears and 



fractured ends naturally occur on trunks and branches.” (Fay 2004) The technique involves 
the highly skilled use of a chainsaw to imitate damage that might have been incurred 
through extreme weather conditions or an infestation of fungal decay in the tree leaving 
jagged stubs, snags and rips that appear universally in a natural setting. In turn, as argued 
by environmental arborists, the ragged cuts and tears created can be seen as conducive 
to constructing a dead wood habitat and encouraging biodiversity in arboriculture. 
 
The technique of natural fracture pruning more commonly known in arboriculture as 
‘coronet’ cutting, has become a more and more implemented strategy in mature tree 
management. Essentially there are two sets of circumstances in which the technique can 
be used. Firstly and perhaps most commonly, natural fracture pruning is used in the 
management of deadwood. In cases where a mature tree has a high hazard rating and 
thus requires felling or dismantling, coronet cutting can be carried out as an alternative 
stipulating that ‘…a part of the trunk may be safely retained, in reduced scale as dead 
wood habitat, following the removal of the scaffold branches.’ (Fay 2004) In the early 
nineties arborists Roy Finch and Ted Green experimented with these concepts of  
pruning in Windsor Great Park. Winching off large pieces of dead as well as incorporating 
explosives to achieve naturalistic severages in trees was common practice until obvious 
limitations of health and safety legislation were observed. ‘Figure 3’ below shows an 
examples of natural fracture pruning as a technique applied to the standing dead wood of 
Quercus robur and Castanea sativa trees respectively. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3 These Photographs show examples of ‘natural fracture pruning’ applied to 
standing dead wood at RHS Wisley. The photograph on the left shows an oak monolith in 
the wild garden; whereas the photograph on the right shows a sweet chestnut monolith on 
the entrance road.  The oak has also had bat boxes bored out of old branch attachment 
wounds to increase its support of wildlife. 
 
The second circumstance in which ‘natural fracture pruning’ might be used is in its 
application to live wood. The technique can, and has been used in the wider context of 
crown retrenchment pruning; a concept whereby mature and ancient trees can be reduced 
in height and crown growth over a prolonged period of time in order to extend tree vitality 
and stability by redirecting energy into the lower part of the tree.  In this context, where 



branches need to be reduced, a coronet cut can be used as an alternative to the traditional 
target pruning method thus encouraging a wildlife habitat to develop. Andrew Cowan has 
coined the term, ‘veterenisation’ as an expression to describe the process of promoting 
dead wood habit in living trees (Cowan 2002). It ought to be noted that this type of mature 
tree management is exceptionally specific to a naturalistic setting and in many cases 
would arguably increase hazard ratings in the long term if applied to a more formal setting 
with higher profile target areas surrounding trees. Furthermore it should be highlighted that 
natural breakages in trees and chainsaw-mimicked damage are very different in the way 
that they actually damage wood. Whilst a tree will naturally break along the lines of its 
fibres, a saw can cut straight across them. Thus it is conceivable that a trees ability to 
compartmentalise decay is compromised more by a man-made coronet than by a natural 
breakage.  
 
Finally it can certainly be argued that ‘natural fracture pruning’ when applied in the wrong 
context might be seen as a form of tree mutilation. Indeed the application of coronet cuts 
to living trees in a formal setting can be seen as nothing but tree mutilation. Additionally it 
is plausible that even in a natural setting such as a parkland or woodland, coronet cuts 
may well compromise a tree’s ability to compartmentalise decay and thus shorten its life 
span. On the other hand, the application of natural fracture pruning to a tree that has been 
reduced to standing dead wood should be seen within arboriculture as a serious option in 
scenarios that lend themselves aesthetically. Ultimately it can be said with some clout that 
‘natural fracture pruning’ is not a technique that should be taken into the realms of urban 
forestry until there is some conclusive evidence about how trees react to chainsaw cuts 
made in this manner. Furthermore, whilst it is clear that there is scope for coronet cutting 
to take place in naturalised surroundings, sites of ecological interest or where crown 
retrenchment is recommended, it might be argued that ‘natural fracture pruning’ is not 
generally an acceptable mode of pruning for formal environments. It is reasonable to 
suggest that Mr Shigo would have reflected this same sentiment. 
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT 

 
Waitrose in Cirencester is supporting the Cotswold Tree Wardens through its Community 
Matters Token Scheme in June.  If you shop at Waitrose please vote for us with your 
tokens.

http://www.treeworks.co.uk/
http://www.treesaregood.com/
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TREE AND LEAF 

ETC. 
 

Have you or your parish any interesting 
items or events which you would like to 
report on in Tree and Leaf?   
 
Have you places to visit you wish to share? 
 
Please submit any articles to Ann Jones, 
either electronically to 
twgcotswold@yahoo.co.uk or by post 
addressed to 161 Alexander Drive, 
Cirencester, Gloucestershire GL71UQ.   
 
Visit The Cotswold Tree Warden Group 
Website  
 
http://www.cotswoldtreewardengroup.org.uk/ 
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